
Twitter as a Business Research Tool 
Using Twitter as a business research tool doesn’t just mean finding out facts on Twitter:  It 
means that you, your company and your products should be researchable too.  The best 
strategy involves starting out with focused branding.  This will quickly allow you to research the 
impact of your own brand within Twitter, as well as your competitors’ brands. 

Step 1.  Brand Management 

Don’t leave your branding to chance.  Following a plan is more likely to help you quickly 
attract and secure the minimum 1,000 followers you really need in order to gain accurate 
tracking results. 

You can use both native and third-party Twitter tools like HootSuite and Twitalyzer to 
help manage your brand and find out what people are saying about it, as well as how 
your brand is perceived – but before this will work, you need to make sure you’ve 
created a strong Twitter presence.  Fill out as much of your profile as possible, using 
your audience’s most popular search keywords; and brand with your business name.   

Register using your name in the “Full Name” field and your company name as the 
“Username”… unless you are branding individual products.  In that case, register as your 
company name in the “Full Name” field and use your company name plus product name 
connected by an underscore, as Guy Kawasaki did for his Alltop content aggregator 
(which covers multiple niches) and Ben & Jerry’s ice cream did, to brand each of their 
flavors. 

!  

This not only makes it easy for you to measure Twitter stats for each product or niche; 
it makes your product or niche Twitter accounts searchable. 

!  

https://hootsuite.com/
http://twitalyzer.com/5/index.asp


Use common sense and keep your target audience in mind, when creating company 
Twitter accounts.  For example, “Benandjerrys_Strawberry” would be too much of a 
mouthful, so the ice cream company registered the Twitter Full Name to this account as 
“benandjerrys” (to ensure all searches concerning their ice cream would display all 
account results) and “BnJ” for the common part of each flavor account username; plus 
each individual flavor for the latter part of each username. 

And since 50% of all customers follow a brand for customer service, be sure to create a 
customer service Twitter account too, if your business involves more than a handful of 
clients. 

List your business Twitter account in Twitter directories such as Social Brand Index and 
Twellow, making sure you place yourself in the correct category, to increase your 
chances of showing up in search results for those categories. 

!  

Use your best keywords; and in your Twitter Profile, speak directly to the people you 
want to attract – not about yourself. 

Don’t forget mobile users… 

Twitter’s own official blog reported earlier high engagement from mobile users, who find 
Twitter easier to handle on mobiles than other social networks. 

The blog study’s conclusion:  Mobile users follow brands and almost half these users 
recommend brands they follow – so if your target market members are mobile users, 
you can’t afford to be casual about your Twitter presence. 

!  

Once you have set up strong Twitter Profiles for your company accounts, researching 
activity around your own brand becomes much easier, with more accurate results. 

!



Step 2.  Topic Research 

Face it – finding topics by checking out the “What’s Trending” widget doesn’t often result in a 
relevant match for your business. 

!  

And people who throw references to currently trending celebrities into business blog posts are 
more often than not doing themselves no favors at all, since they are likely to attract: 

• Zero business searchers 

• Annoyed searchers looking for news about their favorite celebrity – only to find one 
skimpy reference something along the lines of “Lady Gaga has the right idea about 
marketing”. 

To find trends relevant to your business:  Use Twitter’s own Advanced Search page.   

!  



Simply enter your keywords, and view the results. 

Notice the wide, practical and useful varieties of search parameters the Advanced 
Search function offers:   

• Words – includes hashtags, exact phrases, any or all of “these words” and 
“written in” 

• People – you can search particular tweets to and from specific accounts, as well 
as searching tweets mentioning specific accounts 

• Places – use geo-targeting by searching tweets mentioning specific places and 
nearby locations 

• Other – you can also specify that posts you are searching for be positive, 
negative or questions.  And you can include retweets. 

Other Top Tips for Topic Research: 

1. If you want to be counted among Twitter’s top influencers, you need to know that Twitter 
itself measures this by the number of retweets you generate.   

One quick way to increase your retweets:  Keep your tweets shorter than 100 
characters. 

And ask your followers to “Please retweet”. 

2. If you want to track your own retweets, an easy, free way is to use HubSpot’s latest tool, 
Who Tweeted Me. 

!  



In addition to Quick Stats, the report generated when you enter a Twitter URL also 
reports on the URL’s most influential retweeters, as well as potential reach and timelines.  
(Note, however, it determines influence by the number of followers per each 
retweeter.) 

You can also quickly drag the “Analyze in WhoTweetedMe” bookmarklet to your browser 
bar. 

Keeping track of who retweeted you and what they retweeted can not only help you monitor 
your brand, but give you valuable clues as to which subjects (via your tweets) are “hot” for your 
followers (and target market); which ones make them interact with your tweets – and which 
ones leave them cold. 

Step 3.  Finding New Audiences 

You don’t even have to leave Twitter to find new audiences.  In addition to all the usual 
prompted ways to connect (searching your email accounts, for example), there are third-party 
sites and apps you can use, as well as searching hashtags and using Advanced Search. 

But there are a few key actions that top Twitter users seem to take.  Before chasing off after the 
latest app, make sure you have these set in place: 

1. Tweet focused, fascinating content. 

People are tired of serial retweeters and spammy marketing messages.  Make sure that 
whatever you share – whether or not it is personal or promotional – speaks directly to 
your target listener, firmly hooking into her areas of interest. Keep your company mission 
or goal as central to every tweet.  Before hitting the button, ask yourself “does this 
detract from what I want to portray… or is it in alignment?”   

Make sure your tweet is unique and personal (in that it doesn’t sound as if it was written 
by a robot). 

And here’s a powerful example of why you should take that extra time to create great 
tweets.   

!  

This tweet was chosen by Twitter as a “Top Tweet” – meaning that out of all the tweets 
created to promote (in this case) a particular hashtag, this one was the tweet retweeted 
most – and, if you remember, retweeting increases your Twitter status. 

Now you’re ready to find a bigger, targeted audience – and they are ready to find you.… 

2. Search through authority blogs you regularly read.  Look for people who comment or 
guest-author.   

Follow the blog administrator or creator.  (Particularly follow the Twitter Advertising Blog, 
since this tells you what makes money for Twitter – and therefore will be important for 
your own Twitter research. 



!  

3. Join Twitter Chats.  This is a great way to become known and find quality people to 
follow.  There are several sites like TweetReports displaying the latest TweetChat 
schedules – both multiple subject and niche-specific. 

!  

4. Create a Chat.  Don’t just wait to find the right one – create a regular, weekly TweetChat 
specifically for existing subscribers – and ask them to share it. 

Put your TweetChat name and hashtag right in your Profile Summary, as author/
editor, Julie Isaac has done, below. 

!  

5. Join Groups:   LinkedIn Groups for strictly business; Facebook for a wide selection of 
special interests and Yahoo Groups for hobby niches. 

Again, Groups allow you to become known – which lead to “follows”.  So be sure to 
include your Twitter handle in your Profile and posts or post signatures (if allowed). 



6. Join Forums or Membership sites that are built around your niche.  Provide quality 
comments, answers and questions.  Be there – daily and regularly.  

And – again – include your Twitter handle wherever it’s allowed within those sites. 

Step 4.  Managing Your Followers 

Another thing that can hurt you in today’s online climate:  Going for numbers over quality, when 
it comes to attracting followers.  Every spammer you leave on your account will hurt it in 
Twitter’s eyes.   

Get into the habit of also checking for new followers daily through your “@Connect” menu tab.   

!  

By all means add people when they follow you – but do it manually.  Check them out first to 
make sure you haven’t inadvertently added an auto-spammer who never personally engages. 

Go through your account and get rid of anyone who doesn’t fit your niche or actually engage 
with you. 

Step 5.  Searching and using Hashtags 

Hashtags can be a powerful tool, when it comes to letting your ideal follower know you exist and 
allowing you to find quality people to follow 

Surprisingly, a recent report released by Business Insider Intelligence on factors affecting 
follower growth cited the use of hashtags (along with tweeting negative emotions and talking 
about oneself) as one of three factors adversely affecting account growth. 

We’ll qualify that, and specify “don’t over-use hashtags”. 

Hashtags can be a powerful tool when you use them in a focused way for a specific purpose 
(e.g. alerting all the members of a forum to the weekly Google Hangout; letting interested 
readers know there is fresh news about your upcoming book: “How to Speak Orang-Utan”.) 

Who overuses hashtags?  Anyone who inserts more than two in a post – and uses hashtags in 
every post. 

Two hashtags should be the maximum you ever use in a post. 

Where do you find potent hashtags?  Look for them everywhere! 

• Blogs 

• Blog posts 

• Author Profiles 



• Social network Profiles 

• Social network posts 

• Third party sites 

• Signatures 

• YouTube (and other rich media sites) 

And if you still haven’t found what you’re looking for, make sure you visit Hashtags.org. (This is 
also where you should register hashtags you create.) 

Conclusion: 

Twitter is fast, powerful, streaming – and a goldmine of information, if you take the time to mine 
its gems. 



!
!

Facebook as a Business Research Tool 
Nowadays, you can – and should – be using Facebook for business-related research.  Not only 
can you research your audience and your competitors, but you can also monitor your own 
business interaction, perception and feedback by using Facebook activity. 

You can find posts and photos you or your business are tagged in, search for local competitors 
or audiences, find posts or Pages containing specific keywords – and now Facebook is working 
hard to refine its new Hashtag functionality so that it aligns more with Twitter functionality. 

Let’s start by seeing what you can do with Facebook’s new Hashtag feature… 

Step 1.  Facebook Hashtags 101 

Facebook hashtags started out as far from Twitter hashtags as you can get.  They are evolving 
all the time, so right now your best bet is to put Twitter out of your mind and concentrate on what 
they can do for your business research. 

1. Using Hashtags 

You can now create hashtags for Facebook and use as tools for tracking your own posts 
containing them. 

You can also use them to track posts that others make, using:  

• Your specific hashtags 

• Hashtags you are following, tracking or researching 

!  

Right now, according to Edgerank Checker, hashtags haven’t caught on firmly enough to 
positively affect your viral potential or Facebook rank. 



But they can be extremely useful in quickly tracking down random Facebook conversations 
containing them, via your Facebook Graph Search function. 

!
2. Searching hashtags 

You can search for Facebook hashtags that already exist – and for those that don’t exist. 

For example, say you wanted to create the hashtag #facebookcontests:  Type it into your 
Facebook search bar. 

• If it already exists and is in use, it will appear like this: 

!  

• If the hashtag you type in doesn’t exist, you will see this (and possibly other 
search results): 

!  

If you click on the yellow icon under a non-existent hashtag search result, you will 
be taken to a page like this, where you will be prompted to create your first post 
around that hashtag: 

!  

How to Find Existing Facebook Hashtags: 

Note that you will not see similar hashtag suggestions in search results:  You will only 
see Pages and People suggested, if appropriate. 

Right now, in spite of TechCrunch’s recent article there seems to be no searchable database 
of Facebook hashtags.  



However, you can use existing Twitter hashtags for purposes of monitoring and research.  
You can find the best of these at Hashtags.org. 

!



Step 2.  Using Graph Search 

Running Facebook searches is the other half of the “using-Facebook-hashtag” process.  But 
you can search this social network for business research purposes without necessarily 
concentrating on hashtag-finding alone. 

Facebook has already rolled out graph search. If you have it, you will have already been 
invited to “Take a Tour”.  If you don’t, expect any day now to see the popup inviting you to 
check it out. 

!  

With graph search, you can: 

• Search for friends by name (“or anything else”) 

• A simple phrase (e.g. “Friends who live in Wyoming”) 

• Any information contained in your friends’ Facebook accounts (e.g. Photos, 
businesses, places, movies, music)  

• Any information contained in Public accounts or in your Friends’ Public categories 

For example, if you want to search for “Coffee”,  you will see results such as coffee shops, 
coffee brands, Pages about coffee (all Pages being Public) and similar results. 

In short, anything you have ever posted to Facebook is now searchable.  So before you start 
searching for friends, phrases or information, you’re going to want to quickly adjust your 
privacy settings to segregate anything that doesn’t fit with your business branding. 

To see what is searchable on your Facebook account, click the little padlock icon: 

!  

It will display who can: 

• See your present, past and future posts 

• See posts and photos you are tagged in 

• Send you friend requests 

• Send you Facebook messages 

!



You can also limit past posts and decide whether or not you want your Facebook account 
to be searchable by other search engines. 

!  

Your Profile – To control who sees your profile information, use your “About” tab.  If you are 
still using a personal feed, click on your Name in your top, horizontal menu bar to the left of 
the padlock icon.  You can then choose to edit your Profile and its privacy settings by 
performing one or both of the following functions: 

• Click on your About tab, under your Cover Photo 

!  

• Click on the Activity Log tab that will appear within your Cover Photo.  If you are 
exploring Graph Search for the first time, you will receive prompts. 

!  

Use your Activity Log to review posts with location or other tags; or review tagged 
Photos 

To make sure the right people find only the most appropriate information about you 
or your business:  

Assign one of the following three categories to each type of contact: 

• Only Me – Information you want to use for personal and/or business research or 
reference 

• Friends – Information you want personal friends and family to see.  (That would also 
include any networking peer or friend you’ve “Friended” on Facebook.) 

• Public – Ideally, anyone at all, including your target audience, business peers, 
networking contacts, clients or customers. 

A good rule of thumb is to never post anything that (a) clashes with your branding (b) you 
wouldn’t be comfortable with strangers or your grandmother seeing.   

!



And here’s the best tip of all about Privacy settings:  If you want a narrow, specific, target 
audience to see a particular type of post: 

a)  Create a List containing that specific group of people (e.g. “Clients”) 

b) Use the Custom setting for posts you only want – for example – “clients” to see, 
specifying the particular list you have placed them within: 

!  

Finally, remember that Facebook Pages are always Public.   

Part of business researching always involves controlling what others can research about 
you and your company – business researching being a two-way street!  Do this 
intelligently, and it will have a positive effect on your monitoring. 

How to Research Effectively with Graph Search 

Just as others can research you, you can research competitors, business peers, industry 
influencers and your potential audience – keeping in mind that you too may only be seeing 
what they choose to share. 

Just click in the Search bar to see what categories you can search in. 

When you search, do keep in mind that you can enter any keyword or phrase with or without 
selecting a category – or even just “Take the Tour” again. 



!  

Of the categories suggested, “Pages I might Like” can be exceptionally useful – if you have 
optimized your Profile to your audience and adjusted your privacy settings effectively. 

For example, if you have populated your profile with things irrelevant to your business – for 
example, favorite movies – you will most likely get suggestions for pages with no business 
worth whatsoever. 

!  

These pages will be presented based on: 



• Related personalities, business entities and other things in that same category that 
you have “Liked” 

• How many of your friends share those exact preferences too. 

If, on the other hand, you have optimized your Profile for business, your “Pages I might like” 
results will be more likely to contain useful suggestions. 

!  

Finally, make sure you’ve also optimized Notification settings for your Pages. 

!  

 (Note:  If your Graph Search suggestions don’t contain a particular category, simply enter 
the best keyword you can think of.) 

You can use Graph Search to: 

• Search keywords for your own or a competitor’s Page 

• Geo-target (using hashtags or keywords) for a local business 

• Find industry influencers and potential followers – using keywords 

• Generally making your Facebook business presence more searchable, if you optimize 
your profile in a focused manner 

!



• Useful Links: 

• https://www.facebook.com/about/graphsearch -- If you don’t yet have Graph Search 
and you are operating from an English-speaking country, click on this link, scroll 
down the page until you come to “Try Graph Search”.  Press the button. 

This also works if you are not sure if you have Graph Search yet.  When you mouse-
over the “Try Graph Search” button, a pop-over will tell you whether or not it is 
installed on your account: 

!  

• https://www.facebook.com/about/graphsearch/privacy -- More complete instructions 
on how to optimize your privacy settings.  (Keep in mind that Facebook’s goal is 
always to get you to share as much as possible!) 

Conclusion: 

Facebook is evolving and changing almost as much as mobile use and technology in 
general are evolving and changing. 

What seems clear is that Facebook is actively doing its best to please both business and 
personal users – with the edge shifting towards business users (potential advertisers). 

Follow Facebook’s official blog, AllFacebook.com, to keep on top of changes in functionality 
and find new ways to boost your business research. 



Google+ as a Business Research Tool  
Why should you seriously consider Google+ as a business research tool?  You mean… 
apart from the fact that Google is still the number one search engine? 

There are many factors that make Google+ a platform to add to your business research 
toolbox: 

• Google Hangouts on Air – if you use them, you will not only be searchable in 
Google+ but automatically in YouTube too 

• Automatic title tags – Google+ treats the first sentence of your post as a Title.  This 
gives it extra power in general Google search results, as well as in Google+. 

• You can keyword-optimize your posts – This increases targeting and focus in 
searches – both your own (for brand monitoring) and others 

• You can search posts, people and pages  

• You can search Google+ communities 

You can also use tools and features that other social networks don’t have – such as Google
+ Ripples… 

Step 1.  Using Ripples 

Surprisingly, not many people are aware of this handy little feature. 

To view “ripples” for any post: 

1. Click the down arrow in the post top-right corner 

2. From the drop-down menu, select “View Ripples” 

!  

This will immediately give you information on the sharing history of that particular post: 



• The number of public shares (Note: It doesn’t show private ones) 

• Re-shares 

• Influencers 

• The spread of the post over time 

You will also be able to view a list of actual posts shared on the right-hand side of the page. 

!  

Sometimes post behavior may surprise you – especially if you see a post by one of your top 
industry influencers and assume that it must have gained many shares.  Ripples show you 
whether or not public shares were high or low.   

The comment list at the right can show you whether or not the comments were of value (the 
ones in the example above were not:  They were “empty” comments.) Seeing top posters 
and the type of feedback they received can give you much more accurate and valuable 
feedback when you are researching niches, audiences or competitors. 

Step 2.  Google+ Hashtags 101 

Another advantage to using Google+:  Hashtags – which some reviewers think work better 
than Facebook hashtags. 

!



7. Using Hashtags 

One of the best things about Google+ hashtags is the way they appear in search 
results.  Say you search Google+ posts for a specific keyword:  Within your results, if 
someone has used a hashtag, it will immediately display it. 

!  

Glancing through post search results, it is easy to get a feel for hashtags that are 
popular by the number of times they repeat in your search results – and you can also 
research exactly who uses them.  Are they in alignment with your marketing 
audience?  Are they used by top Google+ or industry/niche influencers? 

Analyzing data such as this can help you focus your Google+ hashtag use more 
effectively and accurately. 

You can also find and follow hashtag accounts by simply typing “hashtags” in the 
Google+ search bar. 

!  

!



Using Hashtags for Brand Monitoring: 

Create your own hashtags to help monitor your brand.  For example, if you created 
the hashtag “#lemondropjewelry” and inserted it at the end of each post about your 
Lemon Drop jewelry line, you could easily run a search later to see: 

• Who is sharing your posts – and who is the top sharer 

• Which posts were shared the most – and which is the top post 

• What questions people are asking 

• Whether or not your hashtag is trending 

And just about any result you care to measure for that hashtag. 

To Create your Hashtag: 

a) Type “#” (without the quotes) 

b) Type your word or keyword phrase (without any spaces) 

c) END WITH THE SPACE OR TAB KEY 

This last step is different from Twitter or Facebook – so be sure to keep it in mind. 

 

Q:  Is there a Hashtags.org equivalent third-party site for Google+ hashtags? 

A:  Some Google+ users seem to be using RiteTag.  If you’d like to check it out, 
jump on it now, because RiteTag is currently in beta – and they are hinting that 
soon they will be charging for some features; which is not the case at time of 
writing. 



!
!
!
!
!

!



8. Searching Hashtags 

Hashtag searches are easy, using Google+.  You can enter any hashtag in Google’s 
search bar to get instant, up-to-the minute results on all Google+ activity around that 
particular hashtag. 

You can also search any of the categories in your vertical, left-hand and top, 
horizontal menu bars, including: 

• Best of  

• Most recent 

• Communities 

• Photos 

• Other 

Hashtags also now work in “Comments” – a recent functionality change.   

Don’t just stop when you’ve located posts containing hashtags, however – click on the 
hashtag in the post to run further searches on it. 

To Narrow your Hashtag Search: 

a) Run your search using the hashtag of your choice 

b) Add a filter, such as the “From You”, “To You” or “From your circles” category 

c) Save your search, if desired, to return to it again. 

Step 3.  Using the Google+ Search Function 

The Google+ search function offers powerful advantages that other social platform search 
engines simply can’t compete with.  For example, MemeBurn had this to say about Google+ 
search… 

!  

(And if you’ve been shaking your head and saying, “I have a WordPress blog.  I can’t verify 
my site with a rel=“author” tag” – WordPress seems to have fixed this problem with its latest 
version, making plugins and other workarounds unnecessary.) 

Google wrote the book on search engines, so it’s no big surprise that it functions miles 
above the rest.  And, like Twitter, it presents live-stream feeds as part of your results.   



!  

In addition to searching “everything”, you can also speed up and narrow down your 
searches by selecting specific categories to search, including: 

• People and pages 

• Communities 

• Google+ posts 

• Photos 

• Hangouts (top horizontal menu 

• Hangouts on Air (LH vertical menu) 

• Events 

• “From your circles” 

• “From you” 

• “To you” 

• Pages 

• “What’s Hot” 

• Local 

You can also save your searches. 

!  

One other point you might like to know:  Instead of its previous “best of” results for search 
strings, Google+ now displays “most recent” – and lets you be the judge of which posts are 
“best”.  (You can also click on any trending topic to automatically launch a search string.) 

No other social network has such powerful and easy to access search functions.  

!



Step 4.  How to Use Trending Topics 

If you select the “What’s Hot” category from your left-hand vertical menu, you will instantly 
see a list of trending topics and hashtags. 

!  

Unlike Twitter, Google+’s Trending window usually seems to contain at least two or three 
hashtags or suggestions (and dozens of live streaming posts) that business researchers can 
use or check out.  

!  !
And simply running a search for the keyword “trending” can bring you the latest on who is 
talking about trends. 

!  



Add a specific industry keyword to that, and you can narrow your results.  

Remember that hashtags alone won’t do all the work – they are search parameters and 
filters.  And – as with Twitter – don’t overuse them!  One to three should be the maximum 
you should consider:  And more than one only if your extra hashtags are highly relevant and 
related to your topic. 

Always begin your post with a powerful first sentence, remembering that Google treats it as 
a Title in all search results. 

Step 5.  Six Other Ways to do Business Research on Google+   

1. Ask your followers focused questions and make notes from the answers 

2. Pay attentions to questions asked by your target audience or potential clients 

3. Get a discussion going within your community 

4. Count the number (and quality) of comments on your posts – and on others’ 

5. Join a community closely aligned to your profession and help yourself to tips 

6. Read what works for similar professionals – and what doesn’t 

Finally, remember that Google+ has so many other features, functions and platforms that 
integrate with it.   

Google+ functions are effective and versatile.  Get into the habit of using them today for all 
your business research. 

!



LinkedIn as a Business Research Tool 
LinkedIn is a fertile ground for those wanting to research almost any business niche or 
industry.  Even with all its adjustments and changes over the last several years, LinkedIn still 
remains the most business-oriented social network, with a strong slant towards jobs and 
careers – as well as on networking, in the truest, most traditional sense of the word. 

That’s why you want to make sure every word you put in your Profile Summary, posts or 
Page is focused on your business goals – no posts about puppies, babies or new bathing 
suits unless you are walking dogs for a living, running a Mommy Membership site or working 
as a fashion designer specializing in beachwear. 

LinkedIn doesn’t allow you to “Friend” everybody like Facebook does.  In fact, indiscriminate 
contacting is considered a major LinkedIn faux pas.  This social network operates with 
contacts restricted to first, second and third level contacts… and also Group contacts.   

Without diligent networking, it can take a long while to build up a solid contact base – but do 
avoid the typical beginner mistakes, which are: 

• Adding everyone in your email accounts, past workplaces and educational 
institutions.  Stick to those people who share or influence your interests, goals and 
industry only 

• Recommending everyone they can – whether or not they’ve ever worked with them 
before 

• Joining too many Groups; then not bothering to monitor or interact 

• Joining Groups that are too large – or too inactive 

Finding the right people on LinkedIn is a vitally important foundation to lay – so choose or 
accept contacts carefully and with an overall goal in mind.  After all, you want to be able to 
monitor your business branding feedback and interaction – as well as research others. 

You can manage your profile, organize your contacts – and view other data, such as 
how often people viewed your profile and how many times you appeared in LinkedIn 
Search (and whether or not this was a rising or falling trend.) 

!  

Step 1.  Finding the Right People on LinkedIn 

Who should you connect with on LinkedIn?  The network will offer to search your friends via 
email accounts, previous and current workplaces, professional organizations and 
educational institutions first.   

Only connect with those who: 



• Are in related or similar careers 

• Possess similar interests 

• You are currently networking with in other areas of your life 

• Possess skill sets you can learn from 

• Are consistently active on LinkedIn  

If you find someone you’d like to connect with, but you don’t know them: 

a) Follow them, if you can  

b) Look for someone you already know to introduce you (but make sure you have an 
excellent reason to want to be introduced) 

c) Look for Groups they are active in.  Join this Group (providing it is actually a good fit 
for you and your goals) and make sure you are consistently active there too. 

You can invite people to become first level contacts by accessing the See who you already 
know on LinkedIn page. 

!  

Step 2.  Using LinkedIn Searches 

You can also search for likely contacts yourself.  You can use LinkedIn’s Advanced Search 
function to set up specific criteria – both to include and exclude. 

!



Here’s how you do it… 

1. Open up Facebook Advanced Search.  

!  

2. Enter your keywords, separated by qualifiers such as “AND” and “OR”. 

!  

3. Choose from your connections at various levels – or from groups. 

!  

!



!
4. Scroll down and expand other fields that might be relevant in your search. 

!  

5. Add a location, if that is relevant. 

!  

6. Press “Search” when you have set up all your parameters. 

!  

Some of these fields won’t be available to you if you have a free account.  Scroll down the 
left-hand, vertical menu until you see “Search like a Pro” and click “learn more”.  A pop-up 
window will show you various filtering options upgrading will open. 

!  

You will see results in real-time; and if you have checked off connections of any sort, you 
will see Profile slugs, photos and summaries.   



But note that you can also use LinkedIn’s simple search bar – which has recently been 
enhanced.  (And you can Save searches.) 

What’s Replacing the LinkedIn Signal Tool? 

Some of you may have already tried LinkedIn Signal, a filtering tool that allowed great 
opportunities for research in your news stream. 

With Signal, you were able to use the filters to organize or isolate the following: 

• Keywords  

• Niche or Industry 

• Specific companies 

• Hashtags 

• Topics 

• Types of update (Profile, Group, sharing) 

• Location 

• Institution 

And several more.  

Yet LinkedIn dropped Signal at the end of July, to the protests of many.  Why? 

Well, it seems they think their new, increased Search functionality makes Signal redundant.  
You can specify, filter and search for companies, groups, people, hashtags and more from 
LinkedIn’s own basic search bar. 

!  

Step 3.  Using LinkedIn for Work Opportunities 



It’s true that LinkedIn is a powerful virtual job fair, for those seeking steady, traditional 
employment. 

It’s also a great place to pick up freelance contracts and new clients for your online 
business. 

You can search the “Jobs” section, which will be optimized for your Profile. 

!  

You can also see what your competitors are offering – and what potential clients really want 
from your type of business or your skill sets. 

But it doesn’t matter what type of employment you are seeking – traditional steady or part 
time, contract or online freelance – you need to reverse-engineer the business research 
company recruiters will use. 

This fraternity usually doesn’t have a background in marketing.  When they search LinkedIn, 
recruiters (freelance and company-employed) most often use simple keywords based on 
criteria you might find in a job ad: 

• Specific skills or skill sets 

• Degrees or certification 

• Licenses (e.g. “plumbing license”) 

• Industry jargon and terminology (try to stick to straight terminology, if in doubt) 

Go through relevant job ads – and your own resume – and make sure that you highlight key 
words and phrases regarding these terms, skills, accreditation and terminology.   

Recruiters set great store by industry influencers, so find out which ones they follow – and 
follow them too.  (Or just find influencers yourself and follow them.) 

How Do You Find Recruiters? 



It helps to study a variety of recruiters – just the way writers study agents and publishers – to 
see what type of other, key search words they might be using.  Avid Careerist, Donna Svei 
supplies tips and keywords in one of her recent July 2013 posts.  In fact, virtual assistants 
who write resumes and CVs are also good to follow for tips – and good to connect with on 
LinkedIn. 

!  

Hunters study the habits of their prey.  While your intentions are not in the least predatory, 
LinkedIn is one social network where the habit of study and research is far more important 
than other, more social and personal platforms – especially for job hunters. 

Step 4.  Finding and Using the Best LinkedIn Groups 

The one place you can find everyone – recruiters, influencers, potential networking 
connections and prospective clients – is within LinkedIn Groups.  Known for their strong 
focus, Groups provide a unique way for you to become visible, known and trusted – without 
members even being connections. 

You can: 

• Give and get feedback 

• Ask questions 

• Answer questions 

• Present offers 

• Share resources 

• Invite people to share your content and visit your site 

And best of all – monitor the response you get to all of the above. 

You can also share links freely with Groups – but don’t use this as an excuse to spam.  
Always make sure that any links you share are highly relevant, timely and interesting, with a 
clear purpose for sharing. 

LinkedIn has done away with the ability to create polls for Groups, but you can now perform 
some actions that weren’t approved before:  Namely… 

• Post job discussions and promotions 

• Flag or delete posts according to Discussion Types 

(If in doubt as to what you can and can’t do, check out Changes to Groups Format in the 
Help section.) 



Used regularly, consistently and wisely – with a clear goal in mind – LinkedIn’s Groups 
feature remains one of the best arenas in which to conduct business research. 

!
When you join the right Group, you can use it to check out: 

• Areas of the common Group interest that its members are having trouble with 

• Gaps in available resources and products 

• Resources or products currently available 

• Complaints about competitors, or existing products or services 

• Complaints about lack of products or services currently available 

• Brainstorming sessions and ideas 

• Community culture 

• Industry or niche influencers 

• Competitors 

So how do you know which Groups to join? 

Get into the habit of scrolling down LinkedIn’s right-hand, vertical sidebar.  That’s where 
you’ll find suggestions tailored to your Profile – including “Groups You May Like”. 

Q:  “How do I find more Groups to join?” 

A:  There are two ways:  See what Groups your most like-minded connections or 
influencers you are following belong to… and click on your Interests tab on the 
horizontal menu bar, and select “Groups” from the drop-down menu that will open up. 



!  

 

In addition… 

1. Make a commitment to spend time daily monitoring or interacting with your Group or 
Groups. 

2. Decide how many Groups to join. 

3. Find Groups that are active, with ongoing discussions and dialogues.  

4. Avoid Groups that are too big (over 1,000 members) or too small. 

Taking these simple steps ensures you’ll create maximum visibility and interaction – which in 
turn will impact your searchability when others research you.  Successful Group participation 
also creates trust and shows you without any need for third-party apps or stats who to follow 
– and learn from. 

Conclusion: 

Like its competitors, LinkedIn is evolving all the time.  Some changes are frustrating, some 
are exciting – but it still remains the premier social network for seriously career-oriented or 
business-networking online professionals. 

And it still remains one of the top places to easily conduct solid, real-time business research. 


